From:
To:
CC:
Sent:
Subject:

Garcia, Anthony P (Mexico City)
Johnston, Deborah A. (ODAG); Warlow, Molly (CRM)
Raman, Mythili (CRM); Hoover, William J. (ATF); Smith, Brad (ODAG); Snyder, Christopher A
(Mexico City)
3/10/2011 3:08:13 AM
RE: Meeting with MX Ambassador

DP
I spoke to the DCM. I believe the Ambassador and DCM have spoken to AAG Breuer about the meeting.
Tony

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Johnston, Deborah A. (ODAG) [mailto:Deborah.A.Johnston©usdoj.gov ]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 4:13 PM
To: Warlow, Molly (CRM)
Cc: Garcia, Anthony P (Mexico City); Raman, Mythili (CRM); Hoover, William J. (ATF); Smith, Brad (ODAG)
Subject: RE: Meeting with MX Ambassador
Thanks for the info. They will not be discussing Fast and Furious because it is an active investigation. If the
ambassador goes in that direction we will make it clear it cannot be discussed.

Debbie
From: Warlow, Molly (CRM)
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 5:07 PM
To: Johnston, Deborah A. (ODAG)
Cc: Garcia, Anthony P (Mexico City); Raman, Mythili (CRM)
Subject: RE: Meeting with MX Ambassador
Tony was able to get in touch with the PGR rep — who says the "main topic" for the Ambassador's meeting is
operation Fast and Furious, i.e. the ATF UC operation that resulted, or so I understand, in hundreds of weapons being
transported into mexico that are now unaccounted for.

op

,•

I've pasted a story from CS Monitor regarding Mexican Legislators' unhappiness with the case.

Mexico lawmakers livid over US 'Operation Fast and
Furious'
Mexican lawmakers have condemned the US 'Operation Fast and
Furious,' which purportedly allows gun smuggling in order to track
weapons to Mexican drug lords.
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A cache of weapons seized from a vehicle from an outbound (southbound) examination at Del Rio International
Bridge in Texas, is seen in this US Customs and Border Protection handout photograph taken Feb. 1.
Reuters
By Nacha Cattan, Correspondent / March 9, 2011
Mexico City
Mexico has long complained that drug gangs are terrorizing cities with high-powered weapons smuggled from the
United States. But Mexican lawmakers are now up in arms over the recent revelation that the US Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) purposefully allows some of these weapons to be smuggled south of the
border so it can track them as part of "Operation Fast and Furious."
"[The operation] is a grave violation of international rights," Jorge Carlos Ramirez Marin, president of Mexico's
lower house of Congress, said Tuesday. "What will happen if next time they'll need to funnel in trained assassins, for
example, or nuclear arms?"
Fellow congressman Humberto Trevino claims that an estimated 150 shooting injuries or deaths have been linked to
guns that were allowed by US agents to proceed into Mexico.
The legislators are calling for a joint US-Mexico working group to examine Operation Fast and Furious. Some also
proposed sending a congressional delegation to Washington to press for more action against gun trafficking, which
plays a crucial role in fueling a drug war that has killed 35,000 people here since December 2006.
Mexico's Foreign Ministry on Saturday requested "detailed information" from US authorities about the operation.

How 'Fast and Furious' backfired
A Phoenix-based operation, Fast and Furious backfired when two of the weapons in the program were found at the
scene of a border shootout that killed US Border Patrol agent Brian Terry in December. ATF whistleblowers and
some US congressmen kicked up a fuss over a program they feared would aid cartels in killing innocent people. And
last month, a gun smuggled from the US was used in the killing of US Special Agent Jamie Zapata outside Mexico
City, although it has not been determined that the gun was part of Fast and Furious.
As a result, last week the ATF announced a review of its firearms trafficking strategies.
The controversy comes just as US-Mexico relations appeared to be on the mend following last week's visit by
President Felipe Calderón to the White House. But this latest problem seems to show that not much of substance was
resolved at the leaders meeting, some experts say.
Javier Oliva, a security expert at Mexico's National Autonomous University, wonders whether Mexico even knew
about the operation. "The fact that the Mexican government is requesting information demonstrates that there isn't
much collaboration with the United States," he says.
Mexico will use the ATF controversy to keep pressuring the US on arms trafficking, says Vanda Felbab-Brown, a
Mexico expert at the Brookings Institution in Washington.
"Now [Mexico] can say that the US is equally lacking in intelligence, and are equally having problems with
efficiency of [its] programs," she says. "It allows the Mexican government to deflect the focus from problems in
Mexican institutions."

1,200 guns on the loose?
According to the Center for Public Integrity in Washington, a public-interest investigative organization that has done
extensive reporting on the case, only 10 percent of the 2,000 guns that Fast and Furious allowed to gunrunners to
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purchase were eventually recovered in Mexico. Close to 30 percent — or 600 guns — were recovered in the US. The
remaining 1,200 guns have not been recovered and possibly remain in the hands of drug gangs.
But law enforcement officials and some experts, including Ms. Felbab-Brown, argue that such sting operations lead
to the capture of high level traffickers, and not mere straw purchasers who can be easily replaced.
The ATF's current investigation into the operation is essential, however, adds Felbab-Brown, to determine whether
the tracked guns that wound up in shootouts were a result of corruption on either side of the border, or due to error.
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